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Headline Thoughts
Covid-19 is making a real nuisance of itself. Since mid January we have been watching its developments in China and
now the rest of the world with a high degree of trepidation. Away from the human side of this very serious situation (of
course of primary importance), from a professional point of view, we are trying to assess what economic stress it can
cause and the potential impact it can have on capital markets.
In the early days of the outbreak there was a real belief that the virus would be contained, the economic impact minimal
and in the end even a positive for the markets - positive because of the scope for additional stimulus it might generate
through fiscal and monetary expansion. They weren’t wrong – the PBOC pushed nearly $750billion of credit into the
system. On top of that the Chinese government added its support to several large companies like HNA as well as adding
extra support to three state-controlled airlines.
The problem however is that this crisis is causing a fundamental supply side shock. All of the money printing in the world
will not readily offset the closure of plants and transport routs. Given the scale of the Chinese economy today the impact of
this outbreak will be much greater than that of SARS in 2003. It is only in the last few days that markets have begun to
realise this and as the virus spreads globally concerns are growing throughout the wider population in both affected and
non-affected areas.
The good news is that if one looks at China’s most affected areas today, things appear to be coming under control. The
bad news is that it is spreading quickly on a global scale. If China is the benchmark, it may hopefully be that case that the
virus will be brought under control. Of critical importance is how hard it can impact markets and what kind of recovery we
will see once control measures and vaccines are in place.

Market Outlook
The key point to make here is that the markets walked into this crisis with some of the most elevated pricing we have ever
seen on the back of significant central bank support over the last 12 months. As a result any sort of ‘black swan’ event was
going to cause a significant pullback. The market, it appears, has got its swan.
The broader question once the initial selling is done is what sort of recovery we will have. In many ways that is nearly the
more important question to the credit markets. We have seen a marked increase in corporate leverage over the last
decade and today we are starting to see signs that weaker issuers are really starting to suffer. The downgrades of Macy’s
and Kraft to junk is a case (or two) in point.
Initially market positioning will be a factor in the selloff. Given the true economic impact is still unknown one can only
assume most managers will dial back risk simultaneously and as such force asset prices significantly lower. A 10-20%
correction in the US equity market would not be out of place under these conditions. What we would look for is how the
“buy the dip” rally materialises (or not as the case may be). In past crises the markets have not only regained their
previous highs but also created new ones. Will they be able to repeat that small miracle once again? If the underlying state
of the global economy is as weak as we suspect, the recovery this time around might not be as powerful. The fading of
any recovery rally is the condition I would be more structurally concerned about rather than the current volatility which is
probably as much about rebalancing risk exposure from significantly overweight to a more neutral positioning.
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The nature of the capital markets today with all of the CTA, Algo and ETF trading means short term volatility can pick up
very quickly. It’s not until we see the developments and movements of underlying investors and active managers that we
will get a true sense of the longer-term direction of the markets.

Economic outlook
What many people will have totally overlooked over the last few days is that global economic conditions were weak going
into this crisis – see charts below. The areas of positivity were clearly coming from US consumer and financial market
confidence. If central banks continued printing money the belief was that risk did not really exist – buy the dip. The reality
is that risk does exist, and the question now is what damage this crisis will cause to the unwavering US consumer
confidence. As we know it takes a long time to build confidence, but it can evaporate very quickly. The virus hitting America
just might be the straw that breaks the camel’s back. Given the partisan nature of US politics it looks ill prepared to deal
with a significant spread of the virus. However, virus or no virus, the global economy was on a weak footing before the
virus outbreak, a quick recovery from a supply side shock like this might be more difficult to achieve than the market
currently expects. Indeed this underlying weakness might just be exposed, or perhaps more importantly the lack of policy
options left to deal with such a problem. Our expectation is that the virus will be managed but a V shaped recovery from
extremely weak first quarter economic data will be difficult. 2020 growth numbers could be sub-2019 levels which could
have a significant impact on asset prices given elevated earnings expectations (as usual).
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Central Banks
Going into the periods of market dislocation in early 2016 and late 2018, the global central banks had the ability to improve
financial conditions by changing sharply the direction of monetary policy. Going into this potential crisis however global
central banks were already all-in. The US Fed has a few rate cuts left in the locker but outside of that most central bankers
have already been indicating that the global economy needs more fiscal support. What this really means is that they are
nearly out of bullets. This will not stop the pretence that they have ‘ample tools available’ to deal with a downturn, but the
reality is that their ability to affect anything other than asset prices is negligible. Tellingly neither of the last rounds of
monetary stimulus from the ECB or Federal Reserve had any material impact on inflation expectations – ie markets did not
believe in real economic terms that the stimulus would have any meaningful impact. In fact the current discussion in Europe
amongst policy makers is strongly indicating that constant stimulus is now doing more harm than good. A view that we have
held for a while. While the Central Banks will talk up their ability to support the economy and markets, what they can in
reality do is unlikely to be sufficient to lift the economy out of the next downturn.

Political Outlook
Every crisis has a political dimension and this one will be no different. The impact on Chinese political stability is the most
important factor here and now. The concern we have is that this crisis has exposed significant weakness in the communist
party’s policy apparatuses. It exposed how the secretive and regressive nature of communication is starting to backfire. It’s

one thing to silence so called dissidents and quite another to silence well intentioned medical doctors trying to warn the
nation of the release of a potentially lethal virus. The problem for the global economy is that the most likely response of the
communist party to this social unrest is to become even more regressive in its treatment of communication and free speech.
As bad as that will become for China the knock on impact for the global economy might also be significant.

Flows Update
Looking at the recent flow information, high yield appears to be bearing the brunt of the activity . The combined flows of HYG
(iShares iBoxx High Yield Corp ETF) , JNK (SPDR Bloomberg Barclays High Yield) and USHY (iShares Broad USD High
Yield) ETFs hit $5.6 bln this week Monday through Thursday with discounts of between 67 and 79 bps. In the investment

grade space EUR IG has seen outflows of approximately $1.6bln over the past 5 days while the LQD ETF (US IG) has seen
approximately $1.1bln of outflows*.

The chart opposite displays the current illiquidity discount at
play in the US high yield market.

*Source: Bloomberg as at 28.02.20
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Global Credit UCITS Fund (GCF) Update
The Global Credit UCITS Fund has also taken the conservative view of investing a significant portion of its portfolio into shorter
dated, high quality credits. While the strategy does not participate in the short term reduction in government bond yields, longer
term we believe it is a far more effective way of containing volatility in a credit portfolio, with the added benefit of providing
liquidity organically. This approach has allowed the Fund over the last decade to effectively manage periods of volatility and
capitalise on the opportunities they provide.
Portfolio Overview

1. Historical Portfolio Allocation 53% in Roll Down Bonds – All-time high

In terms of issuers the portfolio has a strong bias towards larger
corporates within the investment grade space (median market cap
of approx. $20bln), with an aggregate duration range typically

between 1.5 and 3.5.

While this portfolio bias implicitly helps

contain volatility, the Fund has always actively sought to
allocate risk when both valuations are favourable and the
macro outlook is at least relatively supportive.
There have been occasions over the past 10 years

when the

Fund has taken the decision to alter the risk and liquidity profile
based on a combination of the firm’s macro view and prevailing

2. Historical Portfolio Duration Current duration close to all-time low

market valuations. Most recently the team took the decision to
reduce duration and credit risk in early 2018 which helped the
Fund preserve capital throughout that period. By the end of 2018,
we did not feel valuations had adjusted to levels which
warranted an increase in the Fund’s risk profile so we
maintained the prevailing aggregate exposure (see historical
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Funds Outlook Continued:
Global Fixed Income UCITS Fund (GFI)
The Global Fixed Income UCITS Fund is predominantly invested in liquid government bonds which is ideal for the type of
volatility we are currently seeing. Corporate credit remains at an all time low of less then 10% of the portfolio. While we will
keep an eye our for opportunities in short dated credit in the near term, we expect to see better opportunities to emerge
down the line to lock in higher yields for longer. In the meantime the portfolio will continue to actively manage duration
exposure through liquid government securities as the primary means of generating returns.
Historical Portfolio Allocation
Portfolio Metric

GFI

Avg Credit Rating

AA

Avg Duration

5.5

Avg Portfolio Yield ($)

1.8%

Bucket Breakdown
Government

88%

Corporate

9%

Emerging Market

3%

Source: Rubrics Asset Management as at 27.02.20

Emerging Markets Fixed Income UCITS Fund (EMFI)

Source: Rubrics Asset Management.

Within the Rubrics Emerging Markets Fixed Income UCITS Fund, the key decision concerns the risk allocation between
local and hard currency investments. On the local side the portfolio adopted a strategy of investing in a combination of
short/mid duration government bonds and outright FX. On the hard currency side, the corporate exposure typically
includes higher quality corporate, sovereign and quasi-sovereign paper. As a result of positioning, the Fund enjoyed a
relatively strong 2018, while the extraordinary rally in hard currency in 2019 saw it underperform somewhat. Currently the
fund sits with approximately 35% in hard currency investments with an average duration profile of 3, and local FX
exposure at an all time low of 15%. Given the high degree of liquidity we feel we are well placed to take advantage of
market weakness.

Historical Portfolio Allocation

Portfolio Metric

EMFI

Avg Credit Rating

A

Avg Duration

1.5

Avg Portfolio Yield ($)

3.0%

Bucket Breakdown
Hard Currency (Incl Cash Equiv)

86%

Hard Currency (Excl Cash Equiv)

39%

Local Currency

14%

Source: Rubrics Asset Management as at 27.02.20
Source: Rubrics Asset Management.
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Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc is a variable capital umbrella investment company with segregated liability
between sub-funds; incorporated with limited liability in Ireland under the Companies Acts 2014 with
registration number 426263; and authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland pursuant to the European
Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations 2011, as
amended). This document is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to deal,
whether directly or indirectly, in any particular fund. Nothing in this document should be taken as an expressed
or implied indication, representation, warranty or guarantee of performance whether in respect of income or
capital growth. No warranty or representation is given as to the accuracy or completeness of this document
and no liability is accepted for any errors or omissions that the document may contain. The Key Investor
Information Documents (“KIIDs”) and prospectus (including supplements) for Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc
are available at www.rubricsam.com. The management company of Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc is Carne
Global Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited (the “Management Company”). The Management Company is a
private limited company, incorporated in Ireland on 16 August, 2013 under registration number 377914. The
investment manager of Rubrics Global UCITS Funds Plc is Rubrics Asset Management (Ireland) Limited (the
"Investment Manager"). The Investment Manager is a private company registered in Ireland (reference
number:613956) and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland in the conduct of financial services (reference
number:C173854). Details about the extent of its authorisation and regulation is available on request. Rubrics
Asset Management (UK) Limited is an appointed representative of Laven Advisors LLP, which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority of the United Kingdom (Reference number: 447282). Laven
Advisors LLP is not authorised to promote products to retail clients, all communications originating from either
Laven Advisors LLP or Rubrics Asset Management (UK) Limited is therefore intended for professionals and
eligible counterparties only. Data Source: © 2016 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained
herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and
(3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are
responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. www.morningstar.co.uk.
For South African investors: In the Republic of South Africa this fund is registered with the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority and may be distributed to members of the public. In addition to the other information and
warnings in this document, the Financial Sector Conduct Authority of South Africa requires us to tell South
African recipients of this document that collective investment schemes are generally medium to long-term
investments, collective investment schemes are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip
lending and that a schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the
manager. Because foreign securities are included in the investments within this collective investment scheme,
we are also required to disclose to you that there may be additional risks that arise because of events in
different jurisdictions: these may include, but are not limited to potential constraints on liquidity and the
repatriation of funds; macroeconomic risks; political risks; foreign exchange risks; tax risks; settlement risks
and potential limitations on the availability of market information.
Additional Information for Switzerland: The prospectus and the Key Investor Information Documents for
Switzerland, the articles of association, the annual and semi-annual report in French, and further information
can be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland: Carnegie Fund Services S.A., 11, rue
du Général-Dufour, CH-1204 Geneva, Switzerland, tel.: + 41 22 7051178, fax: + 41 22 7051179, web:
www.carnegie-fund-services.ch. The Swiss paying agent is: Banque Cantonale de Genève, 17, quai de l’Ile,
CH-1204 Geneva. The last share prices can be found on www.fundinfo.com. For the shares of the Funds
distributed to non-qualified investors in and from Switzerland and for the shares of the Funds distributed to
qualified investors in Switzerland, the place of performance is Geneva.

